Abstract-In the first part, we study the observability and covariance of estimates of an ICP-based scan matching algorithm in both 2D and 3D cases. Using numerical examples and mathematical proofs we demonstrate that the Hessian of the point-to-plane ICPs linearized cost function correctly models the observability of the algorithm, whereas the point-to-point variant does not. In the second part, assuming noisy data, we obtain a closed-form expression for the covariance of the algorithm, which is equal to the (scaled) inverse of the Hessian for white noise, but which is completely different otherwise. This difference is very important, since between random noise and resolution errors in the scanned data, only the latter is shown to be relevant to the computation. While the analysis is based on mathematical proofs, the end goal of the paper is to provide the practitioner with simple to compute closed-form expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the observability and covariance of estimates obtained by applying the Iterative Closest-Point (ICP) algorithm [1] , [2] to pairs of successive point clouds captured by a scanning sensor (for instance a 2D laser or a Kinect camera) moving through a structured environment. This so-called scan matching [3] is used to estimate the pose of the robot carrying the scanner in either 2D (heading R ∈ SO(2) and in-plane position p ∈ R 2 ) or 3D (attitude R ∈ SO(3) and position p ∈ R 3 ). The observability and covariance of the scan matching estimates enables diagnosing their accuracy and fusing them with data from other sensors, using for instance an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) e.g. [4] , [5] or more recent filters such as the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) or the particle filter.
Observability of point-to-plane ICP (aka ICP stability or sensitivity analysis) was previously studied in various works, see e.g. [6] , [7] . The first contribution of the present paper is to provide a formal proof that in the case of point-to-plane ICP -but not point-to-point -the lack of observability in under-constrained environments (such as corridors) is correctly captured by the Hessian matrix of the linearized cost function. This deterministic portion is presented throughout Section II with the proof given in Section II-E.
Section III is concerned with the different (probabilistic) problem of computing the covariance (i.e. variability) of the ICP output estimate over repeated experiments assuming noisy data. This has been studied in [8] , [9] using repeated numerically costly offline computations, and in [10] , [11] which deals with the slightly different problem of matching a scan with a known surface map, and focuses on the covariance projected on the observable directions. The second contribution of this paper is to derive a (easily computed) closed form for the covariance matrix, which is equal to the scaled inverse of the Hessian derived in Section II in the case of white noise, but which is completely different for other types of noise. We then demonstrate by numerical example that white noise actually has negligible impact on the covariance as compared to scanner resolution errors.
II. ICP OBSERVABILITY AND STABILITY

A. The ICP Algorithm
The ICP algorithm [1] , [2] is an iterative procedure for finding the optimum rigid-body transformation (R, T ) ∈ SO(3) × R 3 between two sets of points in R 3 (aka clouds) {a i } and {b i }, which do not necessarily have equal number of entries. The ICP algorithm consists of the following sequence of steps:
1) Select N points from {a i } 2) Match these with points in {b i } 3) Minimize a distance cost function using (δR, δT ) 4) Transform {a i } and update (R, T ) by (δR, δT ) 5) If (R, T ) converged then quit, else goto 1. The details of steps 1 and 2 can vary quite a bit between implementations as seen in the excellent survey paper [12] .
Step 3 uses one of two possible approaches: the point-topoint cost function [1] ,
or the point-to-plane cost function [2] 
where n i is the surface unit normal vector in the second cloud based at b i whose actual value needs to be numerically computed by fitting a plane through neighboring points [13] . In step 4 the computed (δR, δT ) is applied to {a i } in order to move it closer (in the least-squares sense) to {b i } for the next iteration.
Step 5 can employ a threshold value for convergence and/or loop the sequence over N ICP iterations.
B. Cost Function Linearization
In practice, the two clouds input to the ICP are always either pre-aligned using an estimation of the rigid-body transformation obtained from e.g. numerical integration of the vehicle dynamics using on-board inertial sensors or a computation of their optical flow, or the sampling rate of the cloud scanning sensor is sufficiently high for cloud pairs to start close to each other. This is necessary because the ICP algorithm guarantees convergence only locally.
Based on the previous paragraph, we are justified in taking δR ∈ SO(3) in either (1) or (2) as close to identity. We can thus employ the linearizing approximation
where S is the skew-symmetric matrix
We also write
Employing (3) in the point-to-point ICP cost function (1) and
T we obtain
which can be rewritten as the sum-of-squares cost function
where in point-to-point ICP we have
Meanwhile for the point-to-plane ICP cost function (2), employing (3) gives
Using the scalar triple product circular property (a × b) · c = (b × c) · a, this can also be rewritten in form (5) with
1) Specialization to 2D: Consider the case of a planar rotation δR ∈ SO(2) and translation δT ∈ R 2 . In this case
T is perpendicular to v. We also write
In the planar case the point-to-point cost (1) becomes
equivalent to form (5) with
while the point-to-plane cost (2) becomes
also equivalent to (5) with
C. Cost Function Minimization
All linearized ICP cost functions in Section II-B took the form of a sum-of-squares cost function (5) . In order to find the minimizing solution x =x we solve ∂f (x)/∂x = 0. Taking the gradient of (5) in denominator layout we obtain ∂f ∂x
Remark A is by construction symmetric; in fact provided H i isn't skinny, A is positive semi-definite [14, p. 74] . The second derivative of (5), known as the Hessian of f , is
From (9) we find the critical point ∂f ∂x
and since A ≥ 0 thisx is indeed the minimum of (5). We can analyze the stability of the solution by taking a Taylor series expansion of the cost function (5) about x =x:
Remark the expansion is exact because (5) is quadratic in x. Defining f (x) − f (x) ∆f , x −x ∆x and substituting the computed gradient and Hessian terms we obtain
Physically, ∆f measures the change in the cost function f (x) when x moves away from its minimum pointx by ∆x. Any values(s) of ∆x for which ∆f = 0 correspond to unobservable parameters. Detecting these is equivalent to solving an eigenvalue problem. The Hessian 2A ≥ 0 is diagonalizable. Thus ifv is a unit-length eigenvector of 2A with associated eigenvalue λ and ∆x =v then
and thus any eigenvectorsv associated to a zero eigenvalue λ = 0 of 2A (or equivalently A) necessarily indicate an unobservable degree of freedom. Conversely, large eigenvalues correspond to well-observable directions.
D. Application to ICP
Based on Section II-C it appears the observability of the ICP algorithm can be analyzed using its linearized cost function. However there's an important caveat which we demonstrate by numerical example. For simplicity consider the 2D case. For point-to-point ICP
and for point-to-plane ICP
Consider a scanning sensor moving parallel to a featureless wall as illustrated in Figure 1 , known to be unobservable to scan matching along the direction of travel and observable for the other two degrees of freedom c.f. [10, Fig. 3 ]. Assuming the wall is located 1 unit away from the scanner, which captures three points from the centre and edges of its 90
• field of view, the first scan points are
T and the second scan points and associated surface unit normals are
T . We directly compute 
It can be verified (c.f. Section III-A) that in the 3D case of the scanner facing a planar featureless wall, which should yield three zero eigenvalues corresponding to translations parallel to the wall and rotations perpendicular to it, the linearized point-to-point expressions (6) give incorrect results while the point-to-plane expressions (8) yield correct ones. We now explain the reason for the discrepancy of the results. As described in Section II-A, the ICP algorithm reforms pairs of corresponding points at every iteration (step 2). This is why when facing a featureless plane wall, the algorithm will ignore any movements parallel to it: as the scanner moves, step 2 of the algorithm will re-match point pairs such that the value of the distance cost function in step 3 will not change. However, for all the linearized ICP cost functions in Section II-B, the pair correspondence is fixed as soon as f (x) is written down and does not get rematched. Thus in the point-to-point case, f (x) will necessarily increase when moving in any direction, including the unobservable ones, such that the eigenvalue-based stability analysis in Section II-C will not reflect the behavior of the actual ICP. Meanwhile the point-to-plane cost function projects the error via the surface normal n i , such that f (x) is invariant to the unobservable motions parallel to the wall even though the pair correspondences are not updated. This invariance of the point-to-plane error metric was noted by [7] , [12] who stated that it permits flat surfaces to "slide" past each other.
We now consider another example of scan matching unobservability [10, Fig. 3 ]: the scanner is placed at the middle of a circular room with featureless walls and rotates around the vertical axis as illustrated in Figure 2 . Assuming the radius of the room is 1 unit and that the scanning field of view is 90
• wide as shown, the points of the first scan are
T while the second scan points and associated normals are
We obtain 
E. Observability of point-to-plane ICP
The two numerical examples in Section II-D correctly analyzed the observability of the point-to-plane ICP by minimizing its (linearized) cost function, but the real algorithm actually re-matches point pairs (step 2) before minimizing the resulting cost function (step 3) c.f. Section II-A. ICP can thus be viewed as a coordinate descent algorithm alternating a descent over matching (by choosing nearest neighbors) and a descent over rotation-translations (note the original proof of local convergence of the ICP [1] is based on this fact). We now study the general problem in the 2D (plane) setting. A similar analysis could easily be carried out in the 3D case but it would complicate the exposure. 
and thus whose Hessian A pn is easy to compute, differs term by term from the "true" ICP cost function
where b π(δR,δT ;i) is the closest point to δRa i + δT (step 2 of ICP) as follows:
where ψ i is already second order in the function arguments
with α > 0 a known finite value. The Hessians of f (δR, δT ) and f π (δR, δT ) around the minima are thus totally identical.
Note that the density assumption is in fact not a restriction, as in the regions where the cloud is not dense, the closest point is far enough so that f and f π also remain locally equal. As a consequence of this Theorem we have:
Corollary In the 2D case, minimizing the point-to-plane ICP cost function f (δR, δT ) is equivalent up to third-order terms in |x R |, x T to matching closest points and minimizing the resulting cost function f π (δR, δT ). Thus this leads to identical Hessians (second-order derivatives). Moreover, in the special cases of flat disjoint walls (κ = 0) the two cost functions agree exactly since
In other words minimization of the point-to-plane ICP cost function is an accurate model of the ICP's behavior provided (δR, δT ) are not excessively large. Remark the examples of Section II-D represent these cases. 
Proof Assume the environment being scanned is modeled as a smooth curve γ(s) parameterized with respect to its length
To study ψ i expand γ(s) about s = s i using Taylor's theorem with remainder:
Take s = s π(δR,δT ;i) and project along the normal n i : 
as claimed. Only the last inequality needs be justified. It stems from the fact that either π(δR, δT ; i) = i if δR, δT is too small, and the inequality is obvious, or π(δR, δT ; i) = j but this occurs only if δRa i + δT is closer to b j than to b i , in which case the distance between δRa i + δT and b i = a i becomes greater than half the distance between b i and b j : 
hence the definition of α as a function of the density vs curvature) we get
b j − b i = γ(s j ) − γ(s i ) ≥ 2 α |s j − s i | This proves |s π(δR,δT ;i) − s i | ≤ α δRa i + δT − a i .
Finally, as δR ∈ SO(2) is close to identity the results from Section II-B.1 apply:
δRǎ i + δT −ǎ i ≈ (I + S 2 (x R ))ǎ i + x T −ǎ i = S 2 (x R )ǎ i + x T = ǎ ⊥ i x R + x T ≤ ǎ ⊥ i x R + x T = |x R | ǎ ⊥ i + x T = |x R | ǎ i + x T Q.E.D.
III. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF ICP COVARIANCE
The ICP algorithm described in Section II-A is used to find a rigid-body transformation (δR, δT ) between given point clouds {a i } and {b i }. In reality the individual points are corrupted by errors of the scanning sensor. We wish to estimate the covariance (uncertainty) of the transformation (δR, δT ) computed by the ICP.
A. Covariance of point-to-plane ICP estimates
As explained in Section II-B we assume clouds {a i } and {b i } start close to each other such that the ICP cost function takes the sum-of-squares form (5) . Section II-E demonstrated that for the point-to-plane variant minimizing f (x) accurately models the ICP algorithm.
Letx denote the estimate computed by the ICP from the sensed point clouds {a i } and {b i } and x * the true transformation, and assume the ICP is an unbiased estimator i.e. E x = x * . The covariance of the ICP estimate is thus
Based on cost function (5) we define the residuals
From Section II-C the estimatex minimizing (5) iŝ
Substituting y i from (13) this becomeŝ
and (12) becomes
In order to evaluate (14) we need to assume an error model on the residuals r i in (13) . Employing the point-to-plane H i and y i terms from (8) yields
where w i ∈ R 3 represents the post-alignment error of the i th point pair due to sensor error. The residual r i = w i · n i = n T i w i thus represents the projection of w i and (14) becomes
B. Random Noise Errors
Perhaps the most natural approach [15] is to assume the post-alignment errors w i are independent and identically normally isotropically distributed as
Under these assumptions E w i w
= 0, i = j and the double sum in (15) reduces to a single sum (n T i n i = 1 for unit normals):
We can validate (17) as follows: for r i = w i · n i = n x w x +n y w y +n z w z with w k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) being independent Gaussian scalar variables,
2 ) = N (0, σ 2 ) and {r i } are also independent random variables. Returning to (5) and stacking the N terms y i and H i into columns y and H, we now have (11) . Stacking the r i terms into column vector r, (13) becomes y = Hx * + r where r ∼ N (0, σ 2 I N ×N ) by construction. For this last linear model, it is known [16, Thm. 4 .1] that x = (H T H) −1 H T y is the minimum-variance unbiased estimator for which cov(x) = σ 2 (H T H) −1 , which precisely matches (17) . Such an MVU estimator is efficient i.e. the covariance of its estimates attains the Cramér-Rao lower bound [16, Thm. 3.2] cov(
where I(x) is the Fisher information matrix for this problem. In this case A = (1/σ 2 )I(x) and the stability results of Section II-C can be restated in terms of the Fisher information matrix as done in [15] , [10] , [17] .
Despite validation, it turns out (17) provides unrealistically optimistic results. Consider a 3D scan {a i } of a plane wall by a facing scanner placed d units away as shown in Figure 3 . A depth image of N H by N V pixels (function of the hardware) captures a surface measuring H by V units (function of the optical field of view and distance d)
Assume a previous scan {b i } with associated surface normals {n i } was captured with the same camera orientation at distance where
Due to x i , y i being symmetrically distributed
and y It is clear that the computed results are several orders of magnitude too optimistic -it is simply impossible to obtain displacement estimates with sub-millimeter precision by scan matching images from a low-cost Kinect scanner. The reason is that the independent Gaussian noise (16) which models random errors becomes a negligible effect as the number of scanned points increases. We thus need to focus on a different noise effect, namely resolution errors of the scanner.
C. Resolution Errors
Suppose that N point pairs {(a i , b i )} are scanned and that the environment consists of K planes represented as disjoint subsets M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M K of these pairs. We will assume the post-alignment errors w i created by resolution errors are correlated with each other on a given plane M k but independent of the other planes and among scanner axes, and denote the average axial resolution by δ, such that
where 1 is the indicator function defined as
Using (18) and the definition
Using H i from (8) and denoting M k ∋ {n i } n k as the normal of a given plane, the double sum in (19) becomes
and A can be expressed as
In principle (19) computes the covariance ofx, although it is unwieldy to use. We can simplify by assuming that all planes M k are sufficiently compact such that the mean (1/N k ) j∈M k a j ≈ a i ∈ M k . Under this assumption the double sum in (19) simplifies to
Finally by assuming N k = N/K i.e. each plane contains the same number of points, we obtain a much simpler version of (19):
The assumption of planes M k having the same number of points can be met by implementing normal space directed sampling [12] at step 1 of the ICP algorithm (c.f. Section II-A). This consists of bucketing the computed normals of a scan based on their direction in angular space then sampling evenly across these buckets. Typically, in a standard room, one can implement the formula as an approximation to the true covariance by letting K = 5, that is the image is essentially made of three visible walls, roof and floor. We return to the earlier example of scan matching a plane wall. Since there is only one plane K = 1. which are reasonable numbers for Kinect scan matching performance at a 2 m distance. Recall from Section III-B that we are analyzing the observable subspace and that the covariance along unobservable directions is infinite.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has formally demonstrated that the linearized cost function of the point-to-plane ICP correctly models the observability of the algorithm, while the point-to-point version does not. We then derived a closed-form expression for computing estimate covariances (14) , which correctly models the uncertainty due to sensing errors and the observability of the environment. Using parameter values representative of a Kinect, we demonstrated that random noise provides negligibly small covariance, whereas resolution error is the dominant source of uncertainty in scan matching estimates.
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